Known Issues for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic

Learn about the issues you may encounter when using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic and how to work around them.

Objects names with multiple sequential forward slashes can’t be created

When you try to create an object with multiple sequential forward slashes in the object name, the resulting object has just one forward slash in the name.

**Workaround:** Use a different delimiting character instead of forward slash.

Static large objects with spaces in the name can’t be deleted

If a static large object (SLO) has one or more spaces in its name, you can’t delete it. A DELETE call with the multipart-manifest-delete query parameter will return 500 Internal Error as the status in the response body.

**Workaround:** Delete the SLO segment objects.

Paid accounts can’t be created with the same identity domain name as an expired trial account

**Workaround:** If you want a paid subscription with the same identity domain name as that of an expired trial account, then wait seven days for the expired trial account to be fully purged before subscribing for the new paid account.